Particle sizing measurements in pharmaceutical applications: comparison of in-process methods versus off-line methods.
It has been previously described that when a sample's particle size is determined using different sizing techniques, the results can differ considerably. The purpose of this study was to review several in-process techniques for particle size determination (Spatial Filtering Velocimetry, Focused Beam Reflectance Measurements, Photometric Stereo Imaging, and the Eyecon® technology) and compare them to well-known and widespread off-line reference methods (laser diffraction and sieve analysis). To start with, a theoretical explanation of the working mechanism behind each sizing technique is presented, and a comparison between them is established. Secondly, six batches of granules and pellets (i.e., spherical particles) having different sizes were measured using these techniques. The obtained size distributions and related D10, D50, and D90 values were compared using the laser diffraction wet dispersion method as reference technique. As expected, each technique provided different size distributions with different D values. These dissimilarities were examined and explained considering the measurement principles behind each sizing technique. The particle property measured by each particle size analyzer (particle size or chord length) and how it is measured as well as the way in which size information is derived and calculated from this measured property and how results are presented (e.g., volume or mass distributions) are essential for the interpretation of the particle size data.